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T-Log 

With the mobile T-Log tool, users can view and 
submit T-logs conveniently. The submitted 
T-Log is automatically time and date stamped.  
T-Logs allow users to communicate e�ectively 
and the information can be e�ciently shared 
and followed up on in a HIPAA compliant way.

Document daily logs, notes and follow-ups
Categorize health notes,  behavior notes, 
contacts & general information 
Track daily logs from your mobile device and 
from any convenient location 
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Mobile Basic

Therap’s mobile application provides a 
collection of tools that enable support 
professionals to provide improved care to 
individuals, especially when providing 
services in a community setting.

Reset passwords from remote locations
View and enter T-Logs
Collect ISP Data in the community setting
Record administered medications 
Electronic signatures

Enter T-Logs, ISP Data, record medications administered, build and track sta� schedules 
using Therap Mobile Application. Therap provides mobile apps for both Android and 
iOS platforms. 

Mobile Application
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ISP DataISP Data

Mobile MAR

Remotely collect service data
Verify visits using GPS location
Collect signatures to verify service delivery
Take photographs as part of documentation
View service data from a convenient location

The ISP Data tool on the Therap mobile app enables 
support professionals to remotely collect service data of 
individuals they support. Photos are date and time 
stamped and directly uploaded to Therap. Each action 
taken by the user is marked with an electronic  signature. 

Mobile Password Reset for Android and iOS Devices
This is a feature for Therap administrators of agencies to reset passwords of sta� members. 
It is especially helpful for agencies in a distributed setting where overnight sta� may 
forget their passwords. 

Administer and record scheduled and PRN medications
View allergies, diagnoses, and images of medication
Access shared medical contacts
Reference data for reduced medication errors

Monthly Medication Administration Reports

Mobile MAR is included with the MAR Plus Module. 
Medications can be viewed and recorded in a day-view, 
allowing forward or backward navigation. The First 
DataBank drug reference tool includes the picture for drug 
identification. Individual’s allergy records, diagnoses and 
contacts can also be accessed.
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The Scheduling/ Electronic Visit Verification module has been designed to meet the needs
 of states and providers who need to build sta� schedules (especially for in-home and 
community based services), track sta� hours, monitor individual service allocation and 
meet the upcoming federal EVV requirements.

Sta� can see their own schedule and know where they should be working, who they 
should be working with, and what service they are providing.  This includes the ability to 
geo-locate the service location and display it on a map. Self Advocates and their families 
can also view their schedule and know who will be coming to work with them.

Scheduling/ Electronic Visit Verification

Scheduling

Calendar based schedule building

Individual or Program based 
schedules

Locations can be geolocated and 
mapped

Multiple views for scheduler, sta�, 
individuals

Monthly, weekly, or daily view options

Service and limits are coordinated with Service Authorizations Utilization

Reports

Sta� working over or under 
scheduled hours

Services not being provided 
at the required locations

Service Authorization Utilization

Individual view

Electronic Visit Veri�cation (EVV)

Primary check-in/out via Therap mobile app 
(iOS and Android) -includes GPS location

Check-in/out optional in the regular 
Therap web application

Designed to meet CMS rules

Mobile view
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